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ABSTRACT
The last decade of database research has led to the prevalence of
specialized systems for different workloads. Consequently, organi-
zations often rely on a combination of specialized systems, orga-
nized in a Data Mesh. Data meshes present significant challenges
for system administrators, including picking the right system for
each workload, moving data between systems, maintaining con-
sistency, and correctly configuring each system. Many non-expert
end users (e.g., data analysts or app developers) either cannot solve
their business problems, or suffer from sub-optimal performance
or cost due to this complexity. We envision BRAD, a cloud system
that automatically integrates and manages data and systems into
an instance-optimized data mesh, allowing users to efficiently store
and query data under a unified data model (i.e., relational tables)
without knowledge of underlying system details. With machine
learning, BRAD automatically deduces the strengths and weak-
nesses of each engine through a combination of offline training and
online probing. Then, BRAD uses these insights to route queries
to the most suitable (combination of) system(s) for efficient execu-
tion. Furthermore, BRAD automates configuration tuning, resource
scaling, and data migration across component systems, and makes
recommendations for more impactful decisions, such as adding or
removing systems. As such, BRAD exemplifies a new class of sys-
tems that utilize machine learning and the cloud to make complex
data processing more accessible to end users, raising numerous new
problems in database systems, machine learning, and the cloud.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen an explosion of specialized database en-
gines for both transactional and analytical workloads following
the “one size does not fit all” mantra [71]. Today, Amazon Web
Services (AWS) alone lists nearly 30 different services under its “An-
alytics” (e.g., Redshift, EMR, Athena) and “Database” (e.g., Aurora,
DynamoDB, DocumentDB) categories. This is because no single sys-
tem can provide adequate performance for all of an organization’s
data needs. For example, an S&P 500 corporation we are familiar
with uses, among other services, a dozen Amazon Aurora databases
for their website and ERP systems, MemoryDB for caching, S3 man-
aged by AWS Lake Formation and queried by AWS EMR for their
logs, over ten different Redshift clusters for dashboards and data
science, and DocumentDB for content serving. Such Data Mesh
architectures [20] are now common in organizations of all sizes.

Building and maintaining such a data mesh is challenging. Ex-
perts must pick the right combination of engines based on deep
understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of each engine,
devise custom solutions to move data between engines, track data
locations and formats, and actively evolve the mesh over time.
This leads to highly complex systems that require large teams of
skilled engineers to operate. Meanwhile, data mesh users (e.g., data
scientists or app developers) often lack the expert knowledge to
quickly identify which exact service(s) to use for their purposes,
which leads to poor user experience and sub-optimal use of the data
mesh. Furthermore, modern data infrastructure is often deployed
on the public cloud [27] with fine-grained auto-scaling capabili-
ties [37]. Cloud data mesh users must additionally optimize for
cost-efficiency, besides performance. The ensuing complexity is
quickly growing beyond human capabilities. Previous efforts have
focused on automating individual systems (e.g., auto-scaling data
warehouses) [9, 42, 56, 62] or optimizing for a single metric (e.g.,
knob tuning for performance) [39, 40, 76, 78, 87], whereas we call for
a more holistic approach that navigates the complex trade-offs that
arise when when choosing which systems to use and which data to
place on them to minimize costs and / or maximize performance.

In this paper, we argue that the way forward is to build highly
autonomous, learning-powered Self-Organizing Data Meshes, and
present our vision for the first such system called BRAD. BRAD
uses automation techniques, instead of human experts, to assemble,
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Table 1: Runtime of two queries on Aurora and Redshift.

Query Aurora Redshift Performance Gap Joint

19b 0.18 s 3.1 s 17× —
19e 9.6 s 2.6 s 3.7× 1.8s

optimize, and evolve data meshes in the cloud. Users largely inter-
act with BRAD through a unified interface under the illusion of a
single system with one copy of the data and one (SQL-based) API.
Underneath the hood, BRAD uses ML models to extract insights
about the strengths and weaknesses of available engines, discover
workload patterns, smartly create and evolve the data mesh infras-
tructure and optimally distribute the workload among the available
engines. If needed, users can bypass the one-size-fits-all interface
and directly intervene in some underlying systems while leaving
others to BRAD. With BRAD, developers can enjoy increased pro-
ductivity from a strong abstraction and simple interface, which
hides away the management of various specialized systems; organi-
zations can enjoy performance improvements and cost savings as
our models uncover insights and adapt the data pipeline at a speed
and frequency infeasible for human experts; and database internals
developers can enjoy greater impact, as BRAD lowers the cost of
innovation adoption by automating workload migration.

BRAD’s vision presents several novel technical challenges. BRAD
needs a query planner that can cleverly divide work between en-
gines, supported by an accurate, learned model for query perfor-
mance on different engines. Then, BRAD must leverage sophisti-
cated strategies to navigate the complex trade-off space of data
mesh design. To make BRAD practical, we must also develop novel
learning techniques to adapt to unseen workloads and deployments
and solve challenges around data synchronization and consistency.
In this paper, we present the architecture of BRAD, outline our plan
to address these challenges, and present promising initial results.

2 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
We will first present examples of counter-intuitive optimizations
on a simple data mesh: an OLTP engine and an OLAP engine.

2.1 Motivating Scenarios
OLAP systems are not always better at analytics. Conven-

tional wisdom suggests that for the best performance within this
simple data mesh one should execute transactional queries on the
OLTP system (e.g., Aurora), analytical queries on the OLAP sys-
tem (e.g., Redshift), and periodically synchronize between the two.
This is not true; as a counter-example, we run query 19b from the
Join-Order Benchmark [46] (an analytical query) on Aurora and
Redshift on the IMDB dataset, along with a modified version de-
noted 19e. Both queries have the same join template, but 19e omits
some highly selective filter predicates (on title, cast_info, and
name). As shown in Table 1, we observe that Aurora is 17× faster
than Redshift on 19b, but 3.7× slower on 19e. This is because the
selective filters in query 19b allow Aurora to leverage its indexes
for the join. Redshift, lacking indexes, must resort to table scans for
both queries. Had one chosen to process 19b on Redshift, based on
the query type, they would see an order-of-magnitude slowdown.

Figure 1: The cost of two setups across workload scales. We
label the changes made to maintain latency targets.

The Best Execution Plan may be Federated. The best execu-
tion plan for a given query on a data mesh may need to combine the
strengths of different engines. To illustrate, we manually split query
19e from Table 1 into two sub-queries: sub-query 1 can be optimally
executed using index scans and joins, which only Aurora supports,
so we route it to Aurora. We export the results as a CSV file, which
we then import into Redshift. Sub-query 2 lacks filter predicates,
so it is more efficient to execute on Redshift, a column store. Per
Table 1 this joint execution plan is indeed faster than either Aurora
or Redshift alone. The reported runtime includes 0.8 seconds to
transfer the intermediate results, which could be further optimized.

Knowing When to Scale is Non-Trivial. Operating cloud data
infrastructure also invites cost optimization, as modern systems
support fine-grained resource scaling. Ideally, one would only pay
for the resources they need at any given time, but doing so is
not easy. To illustrate this, we ran a simple e-commerce workload
(consisting of sales transactions and periodic analytical reporting
queries), representing a typical company’s data needs as it grows,
against two setups: a single instance deployment of Amazon RDS
PostgreSQL and a deployment of RDS PostgreSQL and Redshift,
along with an ETL pipeline that periodically copies the latest writes
from RDS into Redshift. The former setup is simpler to maintain and
more economical at small workload scales, but the latter setup may
performmuch better at larger scales. Figure 1 shows our results. The
RDS-only deployment starts as the most economical setup, but at
a large enough scale (scale factor 8) a combined RDS and Redshift
setup becomes cheaper. Importantly, in real cloud deployments,
such inflection points tend to be dynamic, subject to changing
workloads, pricing models and offerings, etc. Human developers
are unlikely to be able to always follow the optimal cost line.

2.2 The Case for a New Approach
As shown, automated solutions that manage a data mesh and decide
how to execute user queries are needed. We argue that we should
cast the challenge of hybrid workload processing as automated
system composition. BRAD encompasses three novel directions:
• BRAD is a backward-compatible, incrementally-deployable solu-

tion on top of existing data meshes. Advanced users can directly
access underlying systems where necessary, or use BRAD’s pro-
grammable policy interface to restrict its interaction with the
data mesh. This minimizes impact on legacy workloads and con-
trols the pace of transition to autonomous operation.
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Table 2: Differences between BRAD and related work.
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AlloyDB (HTAP System) [30] No No No No
DeltaLake (Lakehouse) [11] Some Yes Some No
BigDAWG (Polystore) [25] No Some Yes No
Oracle Autonomous Database [61] No No No Yes
BRAD Yes Yes Some Yes

• BRAD is a cloud-native system optimizing not just for perfor-
mance, but for a complex cost-performance trade-off curve, with
many more degrees of freedom than conventional ML-optimized
data systems: it can dynamically change the provisioning of sys-
tems, spin up new systems, shift workload and data between
systems, and take advantage of serverless [5, 7] offerings.

• BRAD is a learned system that leverages machine learning tech-
niques to automatically extract insights about the strengths and
weaknesses of available engines, discover workload patterns,
smartly create and evolve the data mesh infrastructure and dis-
tribute the workload among the available engines optimally.

Below, we compare BRAD to prior work (summarized in Table 2).

HTAP systems. Recent advances in HTAP systems have shown
it possible to build engines that match specialized engines across
scenarios [1, 26, 35, 41, 45, 70]. Compared to BRAD, HTAP systems
may be more efficient for specific workloads, as they may optimize
execution holistically, across engine boundaries. However, HTAP
systems are replacements for existing systems; because of the com-
plexity of migration, we believe modern enterprises are unlikely to
adopt HTAP systems for existing and legacy applications. BRAD
instead helps organizations manage their existing infrastructure,
rather than requiring them to move to a new system. In addition, if
an HTAP system excels at certain workloads, BRAD can incorporate
it into the data mesh and take advantage of its performance.

Data Lakehouses. Data lakehouses process, curate, and store
data directly on a cloud data lake [12]. For the user, BRAD looks
like a data lakehouse: a unified data storage layer that supports
various workloads and automatically transforms and prepares data.
However, the emphasis and implementation of the two approaches
are quite different. BRAD focuses on automatic management of
multiple structured data engines, while lakehouses typically rely
on open direct-access data formats and support unstructured and
semi-structured data as a first-class concern. If such concerns are
relevant, lakehouses can simply be incorporated into a data mesh as
a component system, and therefore leverage BRAD. Our techniques
may also benefit lakehouses that support multiple structured data
frontends (e.g., SparkSQL and Presto on Delta Lake).

Polystores and Federated Databases. Prior work on polystores
[2, 3, 24, 65, 79, 80, 88] and federated databases [13, 15, 16, 28, 36,
38, 66, 69, 86] resembles BRAD in serving diverse data process-
ing needs with a collection of specialized systems under a unified

Figure 2: BRAD intelligently serves a unified data API with
specialized engines, leveraging the modern cloud to provide
an auto-scaling, management-free DBMS

query interface. These systems focus on tackling heterogeneous
data models and query languages, leaving it up to developers to de-
ploy, maintain, and curate the underlying systems. Instead, BRAD
automates the management of the underlying systems and jointly
optimizes query execution with system composition and data place-
ment. In short, BRAD is the next-generation polystore, emphasizing
autonomy more than heterogeneous data models and federation.

Self-Driving and Instance-Optimized Systems. There has
been a wealth of work in instance-optimization techniques [22, 23,
42–44, 52–54, 57, 84, 85], which allow systems to automatically
specialize themselves to a specific workload’s characteristics; and
self-driving systems [49, 62–64, 78], which automate the running of
complex systems that previously relied on regular human interven-
tion. BRAD builds on top of this important work, but must (i) tackle
additional complexity in deciding how systems compose with one
another, including dynamic data placement and cross-system query
optimization and planning and (ii) optimize for a more complex, dy-
namic objective (e.g., cost-savings and resilience to future business
shifts in addition to raw performance) due to its cloud setting.

3 BRAD OVERVIEW
We now introduce our proposed architecture for BRAD. As shown
in Figure 2, each instance of BRAD sits atop an ensemble of backend
data processing engines; each engine excels at a different workload
or provides a different cost-performance trade-off. We assume that
each component engine supports the relational model and SQL to
some degree. BRAD users define schema, issue queries, and execute
transactions against a unified SQL interface. BRAD maintains front-
end servers that act as entry points for translating user queries into
an execution plan using a learned query planner. In the simplest
case, the planner routes the query to one engine based on predicted
performance, data availability, and dynamic information such as
system load. In other cases, BRAD may split a query into sub-
components on different engines and combine the results.

To power the learned planner, BRAD must derive insights about
each engine, including supported features, pricing, and performance
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on different query types. Such information, along with statistics
collected by the engines, drives BRAD’s cost model. We envision
that performance insights are transferable across deployments and
workloads on the same engine. It is therefore possible to obtain
reasonable cost models through experiments in offline training de-
ployments instead of exploring in production. By collecting large
volumes of workload information and performance metrics in the
cloud setting, BRAD can avoid relying on human-supplied infor-
mation (e.g., that AWS Aurora is optimized for transactions) and
instead discover them from real workloads and environments.

Beyond query execution, BRAD maintains and evolves the data
mesh to match workload changes (e.g., business growth or demand
spikes). BRAD first uses historical data for workload forecasting; the
forecast is used by an intelligent policy engine to trigger necessary
actions (e.g. increasing resources for an engine). Perhaps the most
important policy decision regards data placement across engines.
For example, if a user frequently runs analytics on transactionally
hot tables, BRAD may need to replicate the tables in an analytical
engine and trigger frequent batch export jobs to keep them in sync.
The problems of query planning and mesh optimization constitute
a joint optimization problem. For example, BRAD may decide to
under-provision Redshift in a mesh, and instead route burst work-
loads to a serverless engine such as Athena. Alternatively, BRAD
may over-provision an OLTP system such as Aurora to handle some
analytical workloads (e.g., to take advantage of indexes).

Lastly, BRAD must be practical: organizations already operate
data meshes and want to avoid disruptions. BRAD is designed for
compatibility and gradual adoption: one may deploy BRAD on the
existing data mesh and it can immediately start serving users with
the single-interface experience after some initial bootstrapping.
Meanwhile, legacy workloads can still interact with the underlying
engines directly, bypassing BRAD. To aid gradual adoption, BRAD
lets users apply policy filters. For example, a user may enforce that
some table is always loaded into Redshift, or that Redshift is always
provisioned with a minimum amount of resources. Policy filters
can also be used to run BRAD in advisory mode, by intercepting
migration decisions and asking users for permission. This addresses
the corner cases where BRAD is faced with underlying systems
with weaker semantics (e.g., DynamoDB) or non-SQL interfaces
(e.g., Redis). For example, BRAD cannot unilaterally migrate from
a relational DBMS to a lightweight key-value store, as users may
anticipate a future feature that needs strong transactional support.

4 RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
4.1 Learned Query Planner
Central to BRAD is a learned query planner that maps queries
to execution plans, considering factors like data availability, the
strengths of each engine, and each engine’s load.

4.1.1 Execution Time Cost Model. Arguably, the core component
of a learned planner is a cost model that predicts the query execu-
tion time for each of the underlying engines, which the planner can
use to route a query to the engine with the lowest predicted execu-
tion time. Developing this model poses new research challenges.
For example, it is necessary to predict a query’s performance on

engines and hardware that may not yet have been tested for the
user’s current workload and dataset. Therefore, we must transcend
existing approaches [47, 50, 52, 53, 55, 72], which use previously
executed workloads on a specific engine as training data.

Recently, a dataset-agnostic cost model [33] was proposed to
predict the runtime for unseen workloads. However, directly ap-
plying this model in BRAD is sub-optimal for three reasons: (i) the
model requires the query execution plan as input, which may not be
available, as some engines may not support or contain certain tables
to execute functionality that produces a query execution plan (i.e.,
EXPLAIN); (ii) the model allows dataset-specific information leakage
into the model, influencing the performance on unseen workloads,
and (iii) the model is tailored to a single-node PostgreSQL engine
with fixed hardware, which may not be generalizable.

To tackle problem (i), we designed a transferrable cost model
that takes a SQL query as input and outputs its estimated runtime
in PostgreSQL. For problem (ii), we provide our cost model with the
true cardinalities during the training phase to prevent the model
from learning dataset-specific knowledge (e.g., cardinality). Our cost
model only needs base-table and pair-wise join cardinalities, which
are relatively easy to obtain either from the underlying engines
directly or by using a learned cardinality estimator [58, 83].

These two ideas already provide better generalizability than Hil-
precht’s model [34]. As a preliminary experiment, we use the same
datasets and analytical query workloads as in [34]. We train our
cost model on 19 datasets and test it on 2,000 analytical queries
on the unseen IMDB dataset. For this experiment, we provide our
model with the true cardinalities for training and testing queries.
In practice, during testing time, our cost model would not have
access to the true cardinality. Therefore, we propose integrating a
lightweight cardinality corrector from our recent research [59] that
takes DBMS estimates as input and adaptively evolves when ob-
serving more queries. Comprehensive experiments [59] have been
conducted to show the accuracy and practicality of this cardinality
corrector. Our experiments in Figure 3 show the robustness of our
cost model against Hilprecht’s [33]. Figure 3 shows that our cost
model, when trained on queries from 19 datasets with less than
15 s runtime (3(a)) or up to two join predicates (3(b)), can gener-
alize to unseen IMDB queries with longer runtimes or more join
predicates, respectively (Q-error is defined as max{predicted/true,
true/predicted} - better estimates have a Q-error closer to 1).

For problem (iii), we use lightweight parameterized functions
to predict query performance on different hardware. Figures 3(c)
and 3(d) show our ability to accurately predict an example query’s
runtime on instances with unseen types (3(c)) or node counts (3(d)),
given its runtime on current hardware. We are currently integrating
all these components to derive an accurate and robust cost model.

4.1.2 Cross-Engine Translation. Different component engines of
BRAD may support different SQL dialects, data types, or special-
ized operators and therefore be mutually incompatible. To fully uti-
lize underlying engines, BRAD must be able to potentially rewrite
queries for different engines. Writing manual rules for translation
between systems is challenging and error-prone. Recent work in
automatic code understanding provides an alternative solution
[18, 75]. Specifically, large language models (LLMs) trained on the
documentation of each engine can translate special features and
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(a) Query Runtime (b) Number of Joins (c) Instance Type (d) Number of Nodes

Figure 3: Cost model performance overview: (a), (b) Our cost model generalizes to unseen queries with longer runtimes or more
join predicates. (c), (d) We accurately predict query runtime under different instance types and/or number of nodes.

possibly generate UDFs in the process.We illustrate the feasibility of
this approach by using GPT-4 to convert the Athena query SELECT
CONTAINS (’10.0.0.0/8’, IPADDRESS address) to Postgres-
and Redshift-compatible SQL, where it needs to use a Python UDF
for the missing IP address processing feature. For Postgres SQL,
the LLM correctly used the inet type and the » operator. For Red-
shift, the LLM correctly generated a Python UDF using ipaddress
(part of the standard library) to check if an IP address is within
a subnet. These early results show that it is possible to represent
query semantics as a dialect-independent embedding. However,
relying solely on LLMs is not yet practical due to the performance
overhead and hallucination risk. Developing robust, interpretable
translation schemes with LLM-like techniques instead of static rules
is a promising research direction to address this challenge.

4.1.3 Multi-System Query Plans. As shown earlier, BRAD can
sometimes achieve better performance by combining results across
engines. Similar ideas have been explored for federated query exe-
cution [21, 29, 31, 32, 38, 48, 67, 69, 74], but these systems (i) largely
focus on data integration and easy querying rather than perfor-
mance, and (ii) often rely on manual rules or heuristics. We envi-
sion tackling multi-system query planning as an extension of the
single-node query optimization problem [68]. Each operator will
have variants backed by different engines, along with data move-
ment and results merging operators. This framing will also allow
BRAD to incorporate standalone components, such as a serverless
or hardware-accelerated hash join operator, opening up exciting
new opportunities. The optimizer then must efficiently explore the
plan space, using system statistics and the cost model to pick the
best plan. Recent developments have yielded learned query opti-
mizers that match or outperform traditional methods; we plan to
leverage such optimizers in this new environment. Lastly, a resilient
execution layer must execute the plan and hide away distributed
complexity and possible anomalies due to transient failures [8, 17].

4.2 Joint Query-Mesh Optimization
Beyond executing queries, BRAD optimizes the data mesh struc-
ture. Unlike self-driving databases [62–64], BRAD faces dynamic
trade-offs among query performance, cost, service level agreements,
anticipated growth, etc. The mesh architecture impacts query plan-
ning and vice-versa, yielding a joint optimization problem. BRAD
needs several learning-based methods to tackle this.

Figure 4: BRAD changes Redshift instance types to reduce
cost (bottom) as it correctly predicts that query latency will
remain below a user-specified ceiling (top, shaded).

4.2.1 Configuration and Placement Searching. BRAD optimizes
the mesh in two major ways: (i) individual engine configuration,
and (ii) data placement. At a high-level, BRAD picks a deployment
type (e.g., off vs. serverless vs. provisioned); provisioning (e.g., VM
type); and various knobs (e.g., number of nodes, cache size) for each
system and then decides how to place, replicate, and partition data
across engines to best serve a workload. The resulting search space
is exponential in the number of tables and configurations, which is
prohibitively large for practical deployment.

We envision that BRAD will first adopt a heuristics-based ap-
proach, using simple observations (e.g., tables referred to in a single
query should be placed together, transactions should be routed to
Aurora) and optimization strategies (e.g., [78]) to narrow down the
search space. Then, for each candidate mesh configuration and data
placement, BRAD can take advantage of its cost model to predict
the performance of a forecasted workload [51, 73], which is then
combined with the dollar operating cost of the configuration and
other metrics to determine how desirable the candidate is.

The holy grail of mesh optimization, however, is to explicitly
learn to optimally operate a data mesh. BRAD can either choose to
learn to score each mesh configuration, or directly learn a policy to
evolve it [81, 82]. The challenge is that users of BRAD are unlikely to
tolerate the amount of trial and error required for a learning-based
method to arrive at a stable and performant configuration. BRAD
must therefore devise new techniques to quickly adapt learned
models to new, unseen operating conditions. One possible avenue
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of approach is to leverage BRAD’s cloud-native setting and learn
from both the large corpus of passive observations from client
deployments and carefully curated shadow deployments that are
able to experiment on what-if scenarios (see Section 4.2.2).

Figure 4 shows an example of BRAD optimizing a data mesh; we
plot query latency (top) and monthly Redshift cost (bottom) over
time. In this example, a user deploys BRAD on a mesh with Redshift
running on one ra3.xlplus node and tells BRAD that their queries
should finish within 10 seconds (shaded region in the figure). When
BRAD’s mesh optimizer runs, it predicts each query’s latency across
Redshift provisionings using a learned regression model; the model
uses the query’s measured latency on the current provisioning and
the ratios between the hardware resources (vCPUs and amount of
memory) across the two compared provisionings. BRAD correctly
predicts (the dashed lines on the graph) that all three queries will
run under 10 seconds on one dc2.large node—Redshift’s most
economical instance type. BRAD applies this change and reduces
the mesh’s monthly Redshift cost by 4× (bottom graph).

4.2.2 System Exploration and Transfer Learning. BRAD must rely
on automated, learning-based methods to explore each engine’s
strengths and weaknesses due to the sheer number of engines
BRAD must support. However, learning requires exploring unseen
configurations and execution plans, which may hurt performance
in an online environment. We aim to leverage BRAD’s cloud-native
deployment to mitigate this. Cloud providers have access to traces
of many client deployments and therefore large amounts of training
data. More importantly, they can transparently capture workload
traces and spin up “what-if” shadow deployments or experiments in-
stead of exploring on live deployments. This approach has security
and privacy implications, but we see these concerns as orthogonal
to our system. The critical challenge is whether our model can effi-
ciently transfer insights to unknown databases and deployments,
which we have briefly addressed in Section 4.1.1. We envision that
in its complete form, BRAD is able to automatically incorporate a
new engine into the mesh by first obtaining a rough performance
model of it through offline deployments running standard bench-
marks (e.g., TPC-C and TPC-H), and then fine-tuning using shadow
deployments and real client performance data.

4.3 Data Synchronization and Consistency
A key challenge in a data mesh is to correctly synchronize data
across component systems and maintain consistency where it mat-
ters, without incurring overhead elsewhere. BRAD’s automated
placement and migration decisions must address this challenge.

4.3.1 Session-Based Freshness Guarantees. Consistency is a nat-
ural concern in BRAD, as it encompasses multiple engines that
cannot always be synchronized performantly. Since BRAD is exter-
nally a unified system, stale reads and distributed anomalies would
violate its abstraction. To avoid them, we propose session-based
freshness guarantees (similar to Daudjee et al. [19]), where clients
issue queries within explicitly defined sessions. Within a session, a
query runs against a consistent snapshot of the database and future
queries will run against the same, or a later, snapshot. For example,
a session 𝑆 issuing a large data lake query 𝑄1 may use a snapshot
on cloud storage, but if 𝑆 then issues a transactional update 𝑄2, it

is promoted to the latest snapshot. A future analytical query 𝑄3
will wait for the analytic engine to receive 𝑄2’s changes. Users
can still avoid interleaving analytics/transactions within a session
to minimize latency. These guarantees can be achieved through
epoch-based logical snapshots [77] and tuple multi-versioning [14].
The challenge is to do so without modifying the underlying engines
or introducing excessive runtime overhead.

4.3.2 Auto-ETL. In addition to providing consistency guarantees
across table replicas, BRAD needs to support more complex data
dependency relationships between tables—typically handled by ex-
tract, transform, and load (ETL) jobs today. For example, ETL jobs
may be used to transform the tables in a transactional DBMS before
loading them into the data warehouse (e.g., to de-normalize the
tables, re-arrange the tables in a star schema [60], or to compute
aggregate statistics). Currently, users often rely on handcrafted
transformation logic and ETL frameworks such as AWS Glue [10]
or EMR [6]. This setup is both tedious for users and restrictive
for BRAD, as users typically hard-code the source and destination
systems of such transformations in black box logic—preventing
BRAD from freely placing tables. Instead, we envision that BRAD
will support a higher-level declarative API for specifying table
dependencies (e.g., table B is obtained by running the given SQL
statements on table A), which allows BRAD to (i) change the loca-
tions of the inputs and outputs to a transformation (e.g., to migrate
a table off of an engine), and (ii) select the system(s) on which to
execute a transform (e.g., using spare capacity on Redshift or new
features such as zero-ETL [4] instead of AWS Glue or EMR).

5 CONCLUSION
BRAD shows a new way to assemble and operate data meshes in
the cloud, relying on recent advances in automation techniques
instead of human experts. For the vast majority of end users, BRAD
significantly simplifies the operation of state-of-the-art data meshes
and allows easier derivation of timely insights from vast amounts of
data. For database researchers, BRAD lowers the barrier of adoption
by providing room for automated and user-transparent migration
to new engines where appropriate. This paper outlines our plan to
build BRAD and presents preliminary results to show the promise
of our approach. If successful, we expect BRAD to unlock the true
potential of last decade’s research into specialized data systems and
have a significant impact on the efficiency of modern enterprises.
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